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The 16th Annual FTBO started off 
with a bang!  The Leader after Day 1 
is SCOTT REEVES after firing an 
absolutely filty -13, (Net 58). He’s 
got a lot of company with DYER (-9), 
THE DUKE (-8) & HAGGY (-8) only a 
few strokes back..  Most honest 
golfers  Pils (E), Disco (-1), Butter (1) 
 
MULSY held the lead for a while, but 
that dream fell apart once he 
reached the 2nd hole… 
 

 

Miss a fairway or  a 
green at the wrong 
time and you may 
have use more  
sunscreen than you 
planned for. 
 
Good Luck on Day 2. 

Keep your score as normal, but it’s 
also important to know how many 
strokes you get on each hole for your 
match.   
On each hole there are 2 ticks up for 
grabs.. Your team will put up your 
lowest Net (Handicap adjusted) score 
against the other team’s lowest Net 
score AND the high Net score against 
the high Net score. 
(So you won’t know who you are 
competing with on any hole until you 
get to the green). 
  If your team wins more ticks on the 
hole... you win the hole! 

NO GIMMES! If the putt is longer than 
Commissioner Dyer’s hair - You must 
putt it. 

 
Rookie - Tyler Sloan 

Loves FTBO but is clearly disgusted 
by Bunney’s antics 

Today all players have to keep one eye on the Leader board, and the other eye on the Ryder Cup.  
Today marks the first of two full days of Matches to determine if Team Syverson (who are wearing White today) or Team Reeves 
(wearing Blue today) will take home the cash, the crown & the Ryder Cup glory. 

Today’s Matches are TEAM matches... 2 vs. 2. You will be riding in a cart with your teammate, and your objective is to take down 
the other side! Each match is worth $100 to the winning team. The matches are posted on the pages to follow. 

 

 
NO REPEAT CHAMP IN 15 YEARS 

Nobody has won the FTBO twice. But... 5 
past Champs are in the field Pils (’01), 
Schmitty (’06), Disco (’10), Bunney (’11), & 
Defending Champ: Scott Reeves (’13) 

  

 
ROOKIE SPOTLIGHT - BUTTERWICK 

Butter set a record with 1,066 assists in the 
Hockey Marathon, but claims golfing with 
the Duke of Moose Jaw was a bigger thrill. 

  

 
WHEN IN ROBE… 

One way to avoid overheating in Arizona 
is to wear your spa issued robe on the 
course. Or rent a “sagway”.  
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